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Reviewer's report:

I want to extend my sincerest thanks to the authors for the opportunity to review this manuscript. This study explored the association of child/adult/birth traumatic experiences, maternal-infant bonding, postpartum depression, and oxytocin levels, specifically in a Latina population. I would suggest the following revisions:

Abstract:

- Given the small sample size and stated exploratory nature of the study, the conclusions are too strong and should be pared back. Certainly additional work in this area is merited.

Background:

- Last 2 sentences of paragraph 1 are saying the same thing only making a distinction between 'traumatic histories' and 'IPV histories' - as IPV history is arguably a traumatic history (as indicated in the 3 sentence of this paragraph), the distinction between these two sentences is not clear and thus confusing. Please clarify and/or condense.

Methods:

- Participants Section
  - Remove last sentence to results section, include % breast versus bottle feed
  - Include eligibility/ineligibility criteria

- Procedure section would benefit from a figure depicting what data was collected at which time points:
  - Third trimester enrollment (face to face) - demographics, depr/anx, trauma hx
- Measures

  - The abstract indicates that higher scores on the PBQ represent more compromised bonding however the measures section does not elaborate on this. It is worth repeating here and potentially elsewhere in manuscript as many readers will not be familiar with this scale

  - Clarify on p. 10 line 41 whether women fed their infant using either bottle or breast for 10 minutes as per their personal preference or whether this was assigned by the study

- Data analysis section

  - The penultimate sentence in this section mentioned the exploratory nature of this study - this merits mention earlier as part of background and again at start of discussion

Results:

- It is hard to put the high rates of PPD in context when eligibility/ineligibility criteria are not provided. Additionally, as previously noted would move demographics of participants here as there are several associated with increased risk PPD and thus these in addition to focus on Latina population provides some insight. This merits discussion in the discussion section.

- P. 13 - line 26 - the authors refer to the 'number' of infant-related traumatic events - was this really a number of a categorical yes/no variable?

- As IPV is being pointed out specifically in results and discussion, consider adding a relevant column to the table

Discussion:

- Given the small numbers, exploratory nature of study and numerous comparisons. . .the study discussion should start by addressing this again.
- See prior note regarding high rates of PPD - would be worthwhile adding relevant literature when stating that these rates surpass those of the general population

- Consider discussion point ref role of breast/bottle feeding in results

- Consider collecting data on exogenous oxytocin exposure (e.g. labor induction, labor augmentation, and/or postpartum hemorrhage prevention) and comment to how this exposure may/may not alter these results

Other:

- There are some minor occasional grammatical errors - please review.

- The term infant trauma focuses the reader on the infant rather than on the mother's experience, consider renaming birth-outcome related traumatic events are something that implies that it is the mother's experience of the event that is relevant
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